Shaping Your California Science Center Visitor Experience by Learning Styles

At the California Science Center, EVERYONE is a scientist! And scientists like to learn in different ways. Check the list below for types of learning experiences you enjoy.

Scientists who like to explore in quiet spaces may enjoy

- Rose Garden (closed January to March)
- LA Native Plant Path around the parking garage
- Discovery Rooms in World of Life, Creative World and Ecosystems (7 and under)
- Global Zone

*The Science Center’s north entrance, by the Rose Garden, can provide a quieter start to your visit.

Scientists who like to read and observe may enjoy

- Endeavour exhibits
- Air and Space exhibits
- Kelp Forest
- LA Native Plant Path around the parking garage
- Island Zone
- World of Life Discovery Room animal area

Scientists who like hands-on experiences may enjoy

- Rocky Shores: Touch Tank
- River Zone
- Creative World: Construction Zone
- Island Zone
- LA Zone
- Discovery Rooms in World of Life, Creative World and Ecosystems (7 and under)

Scientists who like to learn through movement may enjoy

- Creative World: Construction Zone
- Creative World: Earthquake Simulator
- Air and Space: Wear a Wing

Scientists who like loud, immersive experiences may enjoy

- Desert Zone Flash Flood
- Creative World: Earthquake Simulator
- IMAX Theater
- World of Life: Tess